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What is AI?

The quest to build 
machines that can 
reason, learn, and 
act intelligently.

MIT Technology Review





Framing the Issue



Our problems are 
problem s  of s ca le



Online as a 
respon se to sca le

● Modality not a 
solution

● ~50 degrees at 
scale



First Day of Class
Las t Day of Clas s



2 Sigma Problem  
1-1 Tutorin g

● Individualized instruction (pace)
● Immediate feedback
● Corrective action



Status of Higher 
Education

● 7 in high school grad start college
○ Only ½ graduate on time

● Only 7.3% single parents get a degree in 6 years
○ 46% drop out

● Students delaying college after high school: 
Only 13.7% with a degree
○ If working full time: 10.7%
○ No financial assistance from parents: 7.7%

● 38 million working age adults: some college, no 
degree



Shifting Demographics 
& Work/ Life

By 2035, more Americans of 
retirement age than people 
below 18

Western children, 50% 
chance of living to be 105



Automation | 
Artificia l In telligen ce



Churn of Knowledge

In 2015, $160 Billion 
in the U.S and $356 
Billion globally spent 
in corporate 
education and 
training

HBR, 2018

39% of large 
company executives 
barely able or unable 
to find the talent they 
need

Deloitte survey



1
Tran s form in g Learn in g



Personalized 
Learn in g

● Student-content interactions
○ Curriculum pathways
○ Pace of learning
○ Location of learning

● Student-student interactions
○ Asynchronous and just in time

● Student-faculty interactions
○ Asynchronous, whenever, wherever
○ Informed by student performance 

(learning analytics)
● Student-institution interactions

○ Alerts, nudges, advising to guide 
learning



4 D’s of 
Robotiza tion

○ Dear
○ Dangerous
○ Dirty
○ Dull

(Photo: Phonlamai Photo / Shutterstock)



The Dull

● How long does the paper need 
to be? Can it be double-spaced?

● Is there an upper page limit to 
the paper?

● How do I submit the paper?
● Are we required to attend the 

online office hours?
● Can I get my degree plan 

approved?

Automated grading | Data mining | Language assistant | Communication | Homework checker





Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://thumbs.gfycat.com/ShoddyAfraidIncatern-mobile.mp4https://gfycat.com/shoddyafraidincatern



Student 
En gagem en t



2
Tran s form in g Curriculum  & 

Learn in g Spaces



Impact on Jobs  
Im pact on  Curriculum

● Truck drivers
● Customer service 

personnel
● Accountants
● Lawyers
● Doctors
● Teachers



● Where courses 
need to improve

● Natural language 
proces s ing 
(s crubbing 
course forums)

● Safe learning -
extreme learning

● Creative thinking 
for solving non-
routine problems

● Not what you know, 
but what you can 
do with what you 
know 

● Soft skills  -
curios ity, critica l 
thinking





45% undergraduates 
s how no s tatis tically 
s ignificant gains  in 
critical thinking, complex 
reas oning, written 
communications

2300 undergraduates  in 24 ins titutions  over 4 years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Colleges are producing graduates with happy memories of their time in college but little sense of purpose or any "clear way forward."One in four of the students surveyed and interviewed for the book reported that they were living at home two years after graduation, a proportion that is nearly double than in the 1960s. More than half said their lives lacked direction. Seven percent reported being unemployed, 12 percent said they had part-time jobs, and 30 percent were working full-time but earning less than $30,000 a year. Half of those graduates were earning less than $20,000.College selectivity did not significantly affect the graduates' chances of employment, the authors write, and neither did gender, race or parental education. Field of study had little effect on the probability of whether a graduate was working an unskilled or skilled occupation two years after graduation -- except for students who studied engineering and computer science. While the probability of graduates who studied social sciences, humanities, science, math, and communication working an unskilled job hovered between 14 and 17 percent, the probability for graduates who studied engineering and computer science was just 4 percent.Field of study did affect the probability of unemployment, with graduates who studied business and STEM-related fields having lower unemployment rates than those who studied social sciences, liberal arts, and the humanities. Business majors had a 2 percent unemployment rate among the graduates surveyed for the book, while social work, education, and health majors were at 8 percent unemployment. Communications majors had an unemployment rate of 9 percent. 



“Though the university 
community is  a  major force of 
innovation in our s ociety, it is  
curious ly res is tant – even 
hos tile- to innovations  
a ttempted within the 
univers ity.”

Harold Enars on (1960). Innovation in Higher 
Education, Journal of Higher Education, 31 , 
p. 495



Teacher 
prepara tion

● Create content
● Deliver content
● Facilitate and 

guide (advise) 
learning

● Assess learning

● Instill curiosity
● Inspire critical 

thinking
● Encourage 

flexibility
● Reinforce 

collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
University of Bologna



3
Cultiva tin g Eth ics , 

In clus ion , & Socia l J us tice



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most (almost all) big datasets generated by ML powered systems are biasedBias in data produces biased models which can be discriminatory and harmful to humansA thorough evaluation of the available data and its processing to mitigate biases should be a key step in modelingBias also denotes:Data does not include variables that properly capture the phenomenon we want to predictData includes content produced by humans which may contain bias against groups of people



● 7% of users produce 50% of 
the posts on Facebook

● 4% of users produce 50% of 
the reviews on Amazon

● 0.04% of Wikipedia’s 
registered editors (about 2000 
people) produced the first 
version of half the entries of 
English Wikipedia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amazon tried to build an AI tool to screen candidates until management discovered that it had learned to penalize women candidates. The problem is that in most companies today, technical roles are filled by men and this bias creeps into any models that use current employee data to train models. Unless detected societal biases in data can lead to algorithmic that discriminate on gender, race and other categories.





Diversification of 
Education  & Workforce

● Distributed learning & work 
as an important tool of 
diversification

● AI depends on diversity of 
data





Our response?

http://popin.it/kmv34a
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Resources

https://elearningindustry.com/ai-is-changing-the-education-industry-5-ways
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050918315382
https://www.teachthought.com/the-future-of-learning/10-roles-for-artificial-intelligence-in-education/
https://www.brookings.edu/research/why-we-need-to-rethink-education-in-the-artificial-intelligence-age/
https://towardsdatascience.com/survey-d4f168791e57
https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/2019/07/12/ai-applications-in-education/#6d6714d762a3
https://www.admithub.com/case_study/how-georgia-state-university-supports-every-student-with-
personalized-text-messaging/
https://www.insidehighered.com/digital-learning/views/2019/01/16/its-higher-education-keep-ai-check-
opinion

https://elearningindustry.com/ai-is-changing-the-education-industry-5-ways
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050918315382
https://www.teachthought.com/the-future-of-learning/10-roles-for-artificial-intelligence-in-education/
https://www.brookings.edu/research/why-we-need-to-rethink-education-in-the-artificial-intelligence-age/
https://towardsdatascience.com/survey-d4f168791e57
https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/2019/07/12/ai-applications-in-education/#6d6714d762a3
https://www.admithub.com/case_study/how-georgia-state-university-supports-every-student-with-personalized-text-messaging/
https://www.insidehighered.com/digital-learning/views/2019/01/16/its-higher-education-keep-ai-check-opinion
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